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The 430 HTC is a twin model to the highly successful 420 FLY. 

Galeon is extending and refreshing its mid-range segment with 

a hard-top variation of the acclaimed 420 FLY. The main focus 

during the design stages was to flawlessly integrate a bright and 

welcoming interior with the sporty and dynamic character of the 

430. The forward-facing glass roof effortlessly slides back to re-

veal the sunny blue sky, but it is quick and easy to close when 

the weather changes. The single sliding panel over the cockpit 

area opens the yacht up, while the patio doors allow easy ac-

cess to the salon. The aft-facing loungers will slide when needed, 

creating either a great dining or leisure area at the stern. The 

main deck boasts plenty of space and features a dining table, 

sitting areas, a well-equipped helmsman’s station and a galley 

(which can be moved down below). Just as with the 420, sliding 

bed raises the number of berths to a class-leading eight. The 

plethora of interior design options allow for the yacht to be fully 

customized.

A magnificent lounge for relaxing in the sunTransformable cockpit seating allows five different layouts



Choose the two- or three-bedroom 

option down below. All of the bed-

rooms offer ample headroom, and 

the two separate bathrooms – each 

complete with its own shower –for 

optimum privacy and comfort. The 

430 features a stylish, relaxing inte-

rior thanks to high-quality fabrics, 

luxury fittings and top-of-the-line 

equipment. IPS, shaft, sterndrive, 

Aquadrive and Axius systems are 

among the wide variety of propulsion 

options included. Bring the yacht to 

its full potential and take advantage 

of its precise handling with one of 

the high-power engines, or focus 

on comfort and fuel efficiency with 

others. The 430 HTC is the perfect 

yacht for the customer who demands 

comfort, sophistication, and perfor-

mance.
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Great, sporty design is backed by flawless performance

The glass roof over the helm is retractable



430

An incredible amount of light bathes the interior through the surrounding windows



Both bathrooms complete with showers and heads Skylights brighten the already spectacular owner’s cabin

The high- tech helm station in all its glory The galley can be moved down below
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L A Y O U T S T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C A T I O N

Length of the hull

Length overall

Beam of the hull

Beam overall

Draft max. (canoe body)

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Mass of Light Craft Condition

Maximum Load

Min. engine (-s) power

Max. engine (-s) power

Crew limit

Category

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[kg]

[kg]

[kW/HP]

[kW/HP]

[ft]

[ft]

[ft]

[ft]

[inch] 

[US Gal]

[US Gal]

[lbs]

[lbs]

11,79

12,50 / 13.25

4,10

4,16

0,80

2 x 550

450

12110

2740

2 x 191 / 260

2 x 320 / 435

12

B

38’8”

41’ / 43’6”

13’5”

13’8”

31“

2 x 145

119

26698

6040


